Call for Host Institution for Mist-Lining Regional Workshop co-organised by SRAL - The
Conservation Institute
supported by the Getty Foundation’s Conserving Canvas initiative
INTRODUCTION
Over the past three years the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL- The Conservation Institute) has
developed programming for two Mist-Lining Workshops with support from the Getty Foundation through
its Conserving Canvas initiative. SRAL is delighted to announce the award of a third workshop. This
workshop will allow conservators from a selected geographical region to experience the Mist-Lining
technique. The “Mist-Lining Regional Workshop” will take place in between May and July 2023 partially
online and partially in-person. We are calling for bids to host the two week in-person programming.
The “Mist-Lining Regional Workshop” aims to provide a group of 16 conservators with knowledge and
understanding of the Mist-Lining technique, process and materials. The 16 participants will be selected, via
an open call early in 2023, from a geographical region centred around the host institution. The host
institution will be selected via application to SRAL fulfilling the criteria outlined in this call.
The Mist-Lining methodology enables the structural reinforcement for canvas paintings without the lining
adhesive impregnating the original textile support structure. The system has numerous variables and so it
can be easily adjusted to treat not only ‘old master’ paintings but also modern and contemporary artworks.
Grasping and utilising the full capacity of the system can be challenging, especially without feedback or
support from those who have experience with lining paintings using this innovative manner. The system
goes beyond the application of the lining support and encompasses the full treatment package as the
problems presented by the damaged painting are broken down into manageable components and treated
separately prior to lining. This expands the variables inherent to the system exponentially and complicates
the instruction of this technique remotely without guidance.
SRAL is looking for a partner who will act as a Regional Hub to host the third edition of the Mist-Lining
Workshop in Phase TWO to take place in end of June/beginning of July 2023.
WORKSHOP PARAMETERS
The workshop will be conducted in two phases. Phase ONE will consist of instruction given by SRAL
conservators online using a Zoom platform provided by SRAL and utilising a teaching platform called
TEACH:ABLE. The Zoom lecture sessions will be attended by the selected participants (16) and up to 4
representatives from the host organisation. Phase TWO of the workshop will take place in-person at the
selected host institution and will be attended by all selected participants (16) and up to 4 representatives
from the host organisation. These sessions will be practical and hands-on in nature and given within a two
week time frame. A full daily programme for the hands-on workshop will be provided by SRAL
conservators. Case-studies and appropriate paintings provided by the host institution and mock-ups
delivered by SRAL will be used to demonstrate the Mist-Lining approach.
DURATION AND TIMELINE
Phase ONE will take place online throughout the latter part of May and early June 2023. This phase will
consist of 5 half day sessions attended by the selected participants and representatives of the host
institution. Sessions will be organised on Mondays or Tuesdays (to-be-decided/depending on time zones)
and each will last 4 hours. In addition to instruction from SRAL conservators, guest speakers and alumni
from the previous workshops will be invited to present their experiences with Mist-Lining in pre-recorded
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sessions made available to all via a teaching platform, TEACH:ABLE. Instruction will consist of lectures,
videos, discussions and use of online resource materials. Participants will be given homework assignments
which will be facilitated through a Mist-Lining Kit sent to each. The online sessions aim to provide initial
insight into the Mist-Lining technique and create a network between the participants. Instruction will be
given in English.
Phase TWO will commence towards the end of June/beginning of July 2023 and will consist of two weeks of
in-person programming. Sessions will be given Monday through Friday from 9am to 5pm (approximately)
over two consecutive weeks (exact dates to be decided with host organisation). Visits to local museums can
be planed for the bridge weekend. A daily programme will be organised providing instruction and
demonstration of the Mist-Lining system using the selected case studies requiring structural treatment and
mock-ups. Some pre-treatments may be completed for selected case study by the host institution
conservators prior to the workshop with remote guidance and discussion from SRAL conservators. During
the last days of the two-week workshop, the case studies and mock-ups will be lined using the Mist-Lining
technique. Participants will be able to handle and discuss a wide variety of materials and textiles used for
Mist-Lining provided by SRAL and compare these to local equivalents sourced prior to the workshop.
VENUE REQUIREMENTS
The host institution will provide a suitable venue to receive a group of 20 people. It will be preferable to
hold the in-person sessions in a functioning, equipped conservation studio, however teaching studios that
can be adapted for use can also be considered. The workshop venue will need to have four large tables
(slightly larger than the paintings to be treated, or at least 180 x 210 cm) and one additional smaller table
for materials/equipment. The workspace should be well ventilated and lit. A dedicated space for photo
documentation would be an added benefit.
An additional space will be required for the spray application of the lining adhesive. A temporary spray
booth can be set up to accommodate the preparation of the lining canvases. This space should be c. 400 x
400 cm. A lab-space (or dedicated clean area) for preparing the adhesive, solvents and other materials for
the workshop will also be needed.
A lecture room equipped with a projector and chairs is desired. A break room for refreshments is also
preferred. Wifi should be available for all present during the two-week period.
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
Funds will be allocated from SRAL to cover the costs of the consumable materials. A material and
equipment list will be provided by SRAL well in advance of the workshop. The list will provide an overview
of all consumable materials required, as well as smaller tools and equipment that will be required. These
materials and tools may need to be purchased prior to the workshop. However, it is assumed that the host
institution will have a certain amount of every-day materials and tools needed throughout the workshop.
This includes stretchers or working looms, staple guns, hot spatulas/needle, conservation brushes, etc. The
host will discuss any financial outlay with SRAL prior to purchase.
SRAL will provide samples prior to purchasing of recommended textiles for lining supports and interleafs,
plastic sheeting, tubing for the low-pressure envelope, etc. Local equivalents should be sourced. A full list
of materials will be provided as an appendix.
The host institution should have a compressor suitable for spraying the acrylic adhesive. Additionally, we
expect that the institution will also have a number (hopefully 4) of (clean) motors or vacuum cleaners
available for the duration of the workshop. At least five easels should be present during the workshop (one
of which will be used within the spray room). Washable lab glassware for preparing and storing adhesives
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and solvents used should also be available. It is assumed that the host institution will have studio lights and
extraction for solvents.
A Mist-Lining Materials Kit, consisting of samples and demonstration articles, will be supplied by SRAL to
each of the selected participants and the host institution prior to Phase ONE.
CATERING AND ACCOMMODATION
SRAL will provide each selected participant (16) with a per diem for the duration of the in-person sessions
(a maximum of 10 days). The host institution will be asked to provide SRAL with a list of nearby lunch
establishments (a short lunch break of one hour is envisioned). The host organisation will also be asked to
provide SRAL with a list of suitable accommodation and restaurants nearby the venue. At least one group
dinner will be organised.
Accommodation (capped) for each of the traveling participants will also be covered. We expect all traveling
participants to stay in the same hotel. Travel costs (capped) will also be provided by SRAL for the traveling
participants. SRAL will make all travel and accommodation arrangements directly.
PARTICIPANT SELECTION
The applicants will be pooled from the same (continental) geographical region as the host venue. The call
for applicants will be issued by SRAL and posted early in 2023 with selection completed by April 2023. The
call for applicants will be advertised on the SRAL website and social media channels. We hope that the host
will also disseminate the call via their networks.
Up to 4 representatives of the host institution may join the workshop. The additional 16 regional
participants will be selected by a committee consisting of SRAL instructors and one representative from the
host institution. Final approval will lie with the Getty Foundation.
Applicants will be requested to provide their name, affiliation/organisation, a letter of motivation and
recommendation, as well as a modest portfolio of structural work undertaken (with images).
OVERALL ORGANISATION AND RESPONSIBILITY
SRAL will maintain the overall responsibility for the workshop. A lead representative will be appointed by
the host organisation. The representative will work with SRAL staff in sourcing and ordering (local)
materials and preparing the workshop venue for the in-person programme. The representative may attend
the online sessions (Phase ONE) and in-person (Phase TWO) workshop. We recommend that the
representative is a practicing conservator or conservation educator. We will be able to provide up to 3
additional places on the workshop for conservators working at the host organisation.
SRAL will maintain continual oversight and give final approval of all aspects, especially budgetary matters.
Remote (Zoom) progress reports will be given by the host to SRAL at regular intervals (we suggest monthly)
in advance of the workshop and throughout all stages of the project.
A final report will be provided by the host institution outlining all financial expenditure.
PUBLICITY AND COPYRIGHT
SRAL encourages the selected host institution to post regularly updates on the workshop preparation and
execution. SRAL will cross-post similarly on social media. Any press release should be approved by the
Getty Foundation, via the SRAL contact. The use of SRAL logo, and that of the Getty Foundation, require
approval prior to use.
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SRAL also encourages post workshop publications in the form of reports, articles or presentations.
The workshop language will be English. The host may help facilitate translation into the local language
(there is no additional budget for this). !
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APPLICATION:
If your institution is interested in hosting the SRAL Mist-Lining Workshop in 2023, please
complete the following information:
Name and address of institution:
Name of coordinating person at institution:
Name of the legal representative at institution:
Please provide in pdf format:
- a short motivation letter [1 page];
- a short description and photos of your facilities [no more than 4 pages];
- a letter of support from the director of the institution.
- Website URL and social media details.
- An overview of the regional (paintings) conservation community [1 page].
For additional questions please contact : Kate Seymour (k.seymour@sral.nl)
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION
Please provide all above details by 15th November 2022 to education@sral.nl

!
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Summary
FACILITIES
The facilities required for the workshop include, but are not limited to, the following:
- A lecture hall for the plenary sessions capable of comfortably accommodating all
participants. This hall should be equipped with in-room technical assistance, PC with
PowerPoint and projector, podium (and/or tables), microphone for speakers (and roaming
microphones for audience questions).
- A large room/area with facilities for the practical sessions for the workshop. As we may
divide the larger group into subgroups, this room (or rooms) should be able to be modified
to provide space for 4 groups.
- FOUR large tables (roughly 180 x 210 cm) and one smaller table (for samples and
materials)
- Spraying space - we recommend constructing a spray tent roughly 400 x 400 cm but
spaces can be adapted
- Area for refreshment breaks and restrooms, as close as possible to the workshop rooms
- WiFi access throughout the workshop venue

EQUIPMENT
A full list of materials can be consulted on request. At this stage it would be good to acknowledge
if the following equipment is present at the venue:
- Compressor
- Spray gun (desired but optional)
- (four) Motor or vacuum cleaner
- (ten) Stretchers (six measuring c. 120 x 90 cm)
- Hot spatulas
- (four) Staple guns and other hand tools
- Lab glassware

MATERIALS
SRAL will provide a material list providing details of consumables and materials to be purchased
prior to the workshop. A limited budget will cover these costs.
SRAL will provide a Mist-Lining Materials Kit for the host institution and each selected participant
(16) and one for the host institution.

TRAVEL, ACCOMMODATION AND SUSTENANCE
All participants will be responsible for their own lunches and dinners.
The host organisation will be expected to provide refreshments during breaks.
The host organisation will be expected to provide a list of local hotels and restaurants for
consideration by the traveling participants.
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